SOUTHWESTERN LAW SCHOOL #WINNING

ENTERTAINMENT

TOP ENTERTAINMENT LAW SCHOOL 8 YEARS IN A ROW

DIVERSITY

1st BEST LAW SCHOOL FOR HISPANICS BY PRELAW MAGAZINE
1st LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION COUNCIL’S 2018 DIVERSITY MATTERS JUSTICE AWARD
1st LAW SCHOOL ADMISSION COUNCIL’S 2017 DIVERSITY MATTERS AWARD
1st A+ IN DIVERSITY BY THE NATIONAL JURIST AND PRELAW MAGAZINE

COMPETITION WINS

1st NELSON MANDELA INTERNATIONAL NEGOTIATIONS COMPETITION
1st ABA NATIONAL NEGOTIATION COMPETITION
1st CALIFORNIA ATTORNEYS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE (CACI) NATIONAL CRIMINAL TRIAL ADVOCACY COMPETITION
1st HERBERT WECHSLER NATIONAL CRIMINAL LAW MOOT COURT COMPETITION

TOP SCHOOL FOR . . .
Southwestern Law School does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, disability, or age in its programs and activities. The following office has been designated to handle inquiries regarding the non-discrimination policies: Diversity Affairs 3050 Wilshire Boulevard Los Angeles, CA (213) 738–6872